Cycling Shimansen

Cycling extravaganza with the highway and beautiful island as the backdrop. Shimansen Kaidai is rated by CNN as one of the 7 best bike routes in the world. Consisting of a network of small islands, the magnificent natural landscape is complemented by the unique history and culture of each island, and the abundant natural resources. The biennial showpiece event brings together nearly thousands of participants from around the world.
- Event time: Held biennially (next event: 2020)
- Event date: End of October
- Event route: There is the medium range route that crosses the Seto Inland Sea, the long-range route that takes cyclists visiting the various small islands as well as a recreational route suitable for the entire family (please refer to the official website for more information).
- Event feature: The only closed highway cycling competition in Japan allows cyclists to enjoy the thrill of speed against the backdrop of an unparalleled ocean view and boundless horizon.
- Website - http://cycling-shimansen.jp/

Sun Moon Lake Bikeway

Sun Moon Lake ComallBikeday

Late fall in Taiwan offers ideally pleasant weather, where you can explore the breathtaking Sun Moon Lake Bikeway with your family and friends!
- Event time: Each year in October to November
- Event route: Round-the-lake challenge route; Bike trail fun ride, children’s push bike.
- Event feature: Cycling activities are designed for people of different ages, so that adults and children can all enjoy the thrill of cycling.

Bike Rental

Visitor Centers